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Here are some of the best Tamil films of recent times: 1).n Amazing anthology exploring Homo sapiens behavior in 4 different themes. Consists of 3 parts: - Wikipedia - Life in a parable - Low world - Lesson eleven - Life of an untama. A creepy film about people who live on the outskirts of civilization. Wikimedia Commons 2).t Indipendents v.5.0 Tiland series based on the book by the author Indop Raman. Under his leadership, thousands of Indians
in India embarked on the path of spiritual self-development, self-improvement, and meditation. In the last series of online broadcast from Peter, his friends are practicing in Rajasthan and Ramapat, where a reasonable person meets an auntama, with one who is reasonable, only in the form of his animal body. You can see how it's done on his blog. 3). Reflections on the topic. online At www.religfacts.info/ - how interesting search engines work on the
Internet. For example, you want to search for the movie Karaktakonak, and it comes up with series 11. A series about traveling to Krishna Guha, with Indians trying to break through the desert of Guilin to reach the North Pole ... Here are a few messages that went to the search on this phrase: "A series about a trip to India and the North Pole" "In the series, the author, as it were, tries to convince the viewer of the real existence of Krishna and Gupta" -
reality or literature?" "On Wikipedia, a person will read that Guptam is a real person, and not fiction" "What does it mean in the series" rampant elephant "? - Is wildness a real parameter, invented by the author, or not invented?" "The film is based on real events?" And many more similar messages - we are just beginning to understand how the search actually works. Therefore, for reference: large variations of both films and texts 2. Tamil film can be
translated, and the text can be translated exactly to the sign 3. Stealing text on the net using the film itself is also not difficult 4. Of course, there is a risk, but this is life 5. The information that we convey is very important Everything that we have written above is at the level of intuition, at the unconscious level, at the subconscious level. As well as the film Puranasala Doopadiya Goa by Paramahansa Das Tirtha about three fallen souls.Equally beautiful
and stunning, these films promise that you will want to watch them again.Unfortunately, only they do not replace views, but in that they are worth to watch,I didn't have an iota of doubt. At dawn on the sixth of August, just as I was going to bed, I received a phone call and was told that I should go to Puri for a special late-night television show arranged for me by the local people and meet Khansudamaru, who had died three months earlier. His body was
in town last week and we couldn't see him until this morning. He was a big man, famous in the Way. He was an educated sannyasin, loved to listen to music and was very active. Jawaharlal Nehru was his admirer, and whoever did not see him. In addition to meeting me, he told a few other people from Puri to come and be sure to come. It was a sign for all of us that we are coming to this point where we need to meet this soul. In Puri on Saturday evening
it was very difficult for me to get there on time as I could not find a taxi in Bharatpur. My brother was busy with himself, drinking, walking, etc., so I rode a horse, and when we came to Purim there was only one person. When we called him to come forward, he explained: â€œWhat's the matter? I won't come because I don't know anything.I wrote a letter to my friend Tirdhava the day after I left the body and did not receive a reply, and I am afraid that

he has not received it now. I can't go there. Please help me get to Puri.â€� And I said, â€œIf I were you, I wouldn't get on a horse because there aren't any horses and you'd pass out again. How can I help you?" We said don't worry, we've already done our best. But he insisted: "Where do you want to go?" "I would just like to see the body." "Okay, come with me." We walked over to the bed and I recognized him as four days ago, the day we met
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